Abstract. In this paper, a type of DC-drive electroosmotic micro-mixer is proposed by numerical simulation. The model was built and optimized with multi-field coupling technique in finite element formation, in which the mixing efficiency was controlled by changing the Zeta potential distribution of the wall to make it under different driving voltage. In conclusion: (1) Significantly different characters can be observed by different zeta distribution settings; (2) Intensity of mixing can be improved by forming vortex with adequate size in the interface where the solute diffuse; (3) Compared with alternating current, the mixture in channel forced by direct current can get a more stable mixing performance.
The Channel Structure and Electrode Design of the Micromixer

Channel structure and wall Zeta potential design
Three types are illustrated below with different Zeta potential distribution. As is shown in No.1 diagram, red line represents Zeta potential value is positive, Blue line represents Zeta potential value is negative. Different Zeta potential distribution can be realized by different settings of coating material in the wall [10] .
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A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 Fig.1 Different zeta potential distribution in three channel structures The size of entrance and exit, inner space of the channel, amount of mixing elements will be the same. Flow rate, concentration, and diffusivity are set identically to make the results more comparable. 
Parameter settings
In (1), u represents flow velocity, μ represents viscosity, P represents pressure. Dirichlet boundary condition is applied including inlet as velocity boundary, exit as pressure boundary, the rest are wall boundary. For the wall with double electric layer. The equation for boundary conditions is [18] ,
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Static Field
Electric power distribution can be defined under Ome law and current density formula [18] :
(4) σ represents conductivity, part in brackets represents current density.
Convective Diffusion
Without chemical reactions, the movements mainly include transportation and diffusion [19] .
In (5) c represents concentration, D represents diffusion coefficient.
Definition of Mixing Efficiency
In the exit of the channel, mixing efficiency was defined as [20] :
In (6), c represents original concentration, c∞ represents concentration after mixture, c0 represents concentration before mixture, l represents the width of exit.
Results of simulation
Passive Mixing
When electroosmotic flow is under default setting, vortex cannot be effectively formed in the channel to disturb the solute diffusion. Solute is mixing mainly by diffusion and the condition is showed in the diagram 2 (a).
The diagram shows that despite the different structure of two walls, the performance and distribution are similar with efficiency both reaching 50%, which shows in micro scale, changing the form of wall cannot improve the mix efficiency.
Active mixing
With different types of wall and Zeta potential distribution in the channel, electroosmotic flow can be formed by adjusting electricity voltage thus producing vortex by changing the flow condition. Zeta potential value are 0.25 V and -0.25V (as defined in 2.2) respectively, difference between the entrance and exit will increase from 0.1V to 0.5V. The mix efficiency will be tested under different voltage. 
Characteristics of Mixing
To understand the influence of driving voltage and zeta potential distribution on the mix efficiency. Above nine designs are compared with setting the voltage difference from 0.1V to 0.5V. The efficiency of model A is showed below. A1's mix efficiency was remarkably improved with the increase of driving voltage. When the driving voltage reached 0.5V, the mix efficiency reached 90.6%. As for A2 and A3 ,the efficiency has not been improved much, only reaching 60%.
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A2 A3  Fig 4. Mixing characteristics of three kinds of designs under different voltage in model A As is showed in the diagram below, although, amount of vortex produced in A1 is obviously less than A2 and A3, the range of A1 is larger than A2's and A3's. Therefore, the scale of the vertex is the key factor that influence the mix efficiency. The mixing characteristics of type C can be overserved in the diagram below. The mix efficiency of all the three models in C type can reach more than 95%. Overall, C3 is the most efficient with 97.5%. Additionally, C1 and C2 both show an efficient mixing process under low driving voltage, which is better than B1.
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C2 C3  Fig 7. Mixing characteristics of three kinds of designs under different voltage in model C Base on the research above, different types of wall and zeta potential distribution will lead to different mixing efficiency under the same scales of channel, size of the entrance and exit, diffusion coefficient. Overall, the mixing process of C model is most efficient. The mixing efficiency of all three models are kept in a stable condition after electrifying for 2 seconds, which means direct electroosmotic flow are more stable than alternating current [11] . 
Conclusion
Nine electroosmotic micromixers based on direct current are designed with different types of wall and Zeta potential distribution. In conclusion, under the same scales of channel, size of the entrance and exit, diffusion coefficient, the mixing efficiency is totally different by changing the wall types and Zeta potential distribution. Moreover, vortex produced near the interface of solute concentration a key factor to consider in improving the efficiency. Electroosmotic micromixer under the direct current are more stable than under the alternating current.
